
MUN @ ASU Delegate Grading Rubric:
❏ Participation in Committee

❏ Raise placards a lot
❏ Accurate Representation

❏ Speeches, interactions, and voting align with country’s policy
❏ Skillful Use of Parliamentary Rules

❏ Delegate proposes motions that are relevant to debate
❏ Delegate understands

❏ Participation in Unmoderated Caucus
❏ Delegate leads in unmoderated caucus
❏ Delegate is sponsor of a paper

❏ Diplomatic Composure
❏ Presenting oneself in a manner becoming of a diplomat
❏ Addresses chairs and delegates with proper diplomatic formalities
❏ Speaks as professionally as they are able and treats delegates and

chairs with respect

/25

5 for each section

Multiply by 2 for 50 total points.



Section 0 Points 1-2 Points 3-4 Points 5 Points

Participation Delegate does not
raise placard and does
not participate in
moderated caucus

Delegate speaks
once or twice and
rarely participates in
caucuses

Delegate raises their
placard to speak often
and is invested in
caucuses

Delegate constantly is
raising their placard
and is heavily
invested in caucus

Accurate
Representation

Delegate is
completely off their
country’s policy and
operates in a manner
no representative
from their country
would

Delegate is
sometimes accurate
in their portrayal of
their country’s ideals
in debate and
writing

Delegate is mostly
accurate in their
portrayal of their
country’s ideals in
debate and in writing

Delegate accurately
represents their
country’s ideals in
both debate and in
writing but not the the
point of being overly
offensive

Use of
Parliamentary
Rules

Delegate did not
follow standard rules
of procedure, did not
participate, or was
not present during
some or all
committee sessions.

P-rules were used,
although may have
been applied
incorrectly.
Delegate showed
little participation or
enthusiasm but was
present in committee
during all sessions.

P-rules were utilized
correctly; delegate
usually participated in
committee to drive
debate.

P-rules were utilized
correctly to debate
and strategically
persuade other nations
in committee.
Delegate showed a
desire to participate
by consistently raising
their placard. P-27
and P-25 rules were
consistently and
enthusiastically used
to participate in
debate.

Participation in
Unmod

Delegate does not
participate in unmod

Delegate shows
interest in unmod
but participation is
minimal

Delegate participates
regularly in unmod

Delegate leads a bloc
and is influential
during umods

Diplomatic
Composure

Delegate is
disrespectful during
committee and is
belligerent to both
chairs and fellow
delegates (note if a
delegate does not
participate they
automatically receive
a 0 in this category as
well)

Delegate regularly
violates diplomatic
rules but is generally
respectful

Delegate mostly
follows diplomatic
rules and is respectful
to chairs and other
delegates

Delegate is respectful
to chairs and other
delegates and is as
professional as they
can be within
committee


